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DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[001] The present invention generally relates to wireless communications

and, more particularly, to error correction and decoding in wideband code division

multiple access (WCDMA).

Background of the Invention

[002] Wideband code division multiple access or WCDMA is a widely used

standard in wireless communications. In sending data or information bits between a

base station and a mobile unit (such as a cellular phone, notebook or personal

computer with an wireless interface, wireless personal digital assistant or PDA), the

information bits are encoded as they are transmitted and decoded as they are

received. Computation-intensive encoding and decoding, such as Reed-Muller

coding, are particularly significant in ensuring the accuracy and congruence of the

transmitted and received information bits. In WCDMA, the information bits are

transmitted in a series of frames. Distribution of frame resources for the encoding

and decoding is critical in optimally inducing transmission performance.

[003] There is thus a general need in the art for a method and system of

WCDMA encoding and decoding overcoming at least the aforementioned

shortcomings in the art. A particular need exists in the art for an optimal method and

system for Reed-Muller encoding and decoding with reduced computation

complexity.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[004] Accordingly, a preferred embodiment of the present invention is

directed to a personal authentication device, method and system that obviate one or

more of the problems due to limitations and disadvantages of the related art.

[005] To achieve these and other advantages, and in accordance with the

purpose of the invention as generally embodied and broadly described, there is

provided a communications method comprising the steps of communicating between

a base station and a mobile unit, negotiating a size of information bits between the

base station and the mobile unit, encoding the information bits according to a code,

transmitting the encoded information bits with the negotiated size, transforming the

encoded information bits with a reduced order determined according to the

negotiated size, and decoding the transmitted information bits.

[006] In one aspect, the communications method according to the invention

utilizes maximum likelihood (ML) decoding, which further comprises the steps of

generating correlation values for the transformed information bits, calculating at least

one maximum value from the generated correlation values, and regenerating the

negotiated size from the at least one maximum value.

[007] In an additional aspect, the communications method according to the

invention further comprises the steps of permuting the information bits and

depermuting the transmitted information bits.

[008] In a further aspect, the communications method according to the

invention is implemented in wideband code division multiple access or WCDMA.

[009] In another aspect, the information bits are encoded according to Reed-

Muller codes.
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[010] In still another aspect, the negotiated size for the information bits

further comprises a transport format combination index (TFCI).

[01 1] In yet another aspect, the transmitted information bits are transformed

with the reduced order using fast Hadamard transform.

[012] Also in accordance with a further embodiment of the present invention,

there is provided a communications method comprising the steps of communicating

between a base station and a mobile unit, negotiating a size of information bits

between the base station and the mobile unit, encoding the information bits

according to Reed-Muller codes, permuting the encoded information bits,

transmitting the encoded information bits with the negotiated size, depermuting the

transmitted information bits, determining a reduced order according to the negotiated

size, transforming the encoded information bits with the reduced order, and

decoding the transmitted information bits.

[013] In one aspect, the communications method according to the invention

utilizes maximum likelihood (ML) decoding, which further comprises the steps of

generating correlation values for the transformed information bits, calculating at least

one maximum value from the generated correlation values, and regenerating the

negotiated size from the at least one maximum value.

[014] In a further aspect, the communications method according to the

invention is implemented in wideband code division multiple access or WCDMA.

[01 5] In another aspect, the negotiated size for the information bits further

comprises a transport format combination index (TFCI).
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[016] In yet another aspect, the transmitted information bits are transformed

with the reduced order using fast Hadamard transform.

[01 7] Further in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the

present invention, there is provided a communications system comprising a base

station and a mobile unit wherein a size of information bits is negotiated between the

base station and the mobile unit, an encoder encoding the information bits according

to Reed-Muller codes, and a permuter permuting the encoded information bits. The

information bits are transmitted between the base station and the mobile unit with

the negotiated size. The communications system according to the present invention

further comprises a depermuter depermuting the transmitted information bits, a

transformer transforming the depermuted information bits with a reduced order

determined according to the negotiated size, and a maximum likelihood (ML)

decoder decoding the transmitted information bits.

[01 8] In one aspect, the ML decoder of the communications system

according to the present invention generates correlation values for the transformed

information bits, calculates at lease one maximum value from the generated

correlation values, and regenerates the negotiated size from the at least one

maximum value.

[01 9] In a further aspect, the transformer of communications system

according to the present invention is a fast Hadamard transformer.

[020] In another aspect, the communications system according to the

present invention is a wideband code division multiple access or WCDMA system.
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[021] A particular advantage of the present invention is the optimal reduction

of the search space required in matching the possible sets of the code words for the

data being transmitted. In addition, the Reed-Muller decoding complexity is

advantageously optimized according to the present invention by reducing the order

of the fast Hadamard transform in transforming the information bits.

[022] Additional objects and advantages of the invention will be set forth in

part in the description which follows, and in part will be obvious from the description,

or may be learned by practice of the invention. The objects and advantages of the

invention will be realized and attained by means of the elements and combinations

particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

[023] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and

the following detailed description are exemplary and explanatory only and are not

restrictive of the invention, as claimed.

[024] The accompanying drawing, which is incorporated in and constitutes a

part of this specification, illustrates several embodiments of the invention and

together with the description, serves to explain the principles of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[025] Fig. 1 is a block diagram exemplarily illustrating a communications

system according to one embodiment of the present invention;

[026] Fig. 2 is an exemplary frame structure in WCDMA having the TFCI

information bits;
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[027] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram exemplarily illustrating a communications

method in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention;

[028] Fig. 4 is an exemplary decoder in a communications system according

to still another embodiment of the present invention; and

[029] Figs. 5 and 6 are block diagrams illustrating Reed-Muller encoding and

decoding with exemplary generating matrices according to the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[030] Reference will now be made in detail to the present embodiment of the

invention, an example of which is illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the

drawings to refer to the same or like parts.

[031] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a communications system according to an

embodiment of the present invention, not necessarily drawn to scale, in which the

dimensions of various components may be arbitrarily increased or reduced.

Referring to Fig. 1, there is provided a communications system (not numbered)

comprising a base station 100 and a mobile unit 120 wherein a size of information

bits is negotiated between the base station 100 and the mobile unit 120, an encoder

101 encoding the information bits according to Reed-Muller codes, and a permuter

102 permuting the encoded information bits. The mobile unit 120 can further

comprise a wireless handset, notebook or personal computer (PC), personal digital

assistant (PDA), cellular telephone or any device with a wireless interface such as a

PC card. Information bits are transmitted between the base station 100 and the
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mobile unit 120 with the negotiated size. The communications system according to

the present invention further comprises a depermuter 1 1 1 depermuting the

transmitted information bits, a transformer 112 transforming the depermuted

information bits with a reduced order determined according to the negotiated size,

and a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder 113 decoding the transmitted information

bits.

[032] In one aspect, the ML decoder 1 1 3 of the communications system

according to the present invention generates correlation values for the transformed

information bits, calculates at lease one maximum value from the generated

correlation values, and regenerates the negotiated size from the at least one

maximum value.

[033] In a further aspect, the transformer 1 1 2 of communications system

according to the present invention is a fast Hadamard transformer.

[034] In an additional aspect, the communications system according to the

present invention is a wideband code division multiple access orWCDMA system.

Referring to the WCDMA system in particular, Reed-Muller (RM) codes are used for

error correction in transport format combination index (TFCI) bits. Figure 2

illustrates an exemplary frame structure in WCDMA having the TFCI information bits.

Referring to Figure 2, TFCI information bits inform the receiver of the instantaneous

transport format combination of the transport channels in WCDMA, where the TFCI

bits are decoded every radio frame having a period of 10 ms. If the TFCI bits are

wrongly decoded, the data received at the receiver will be inaccurate. Error
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correcting RM codes are thus utilized in ensuring proper and accurate data

transmission.

[035] RM encoding and decoding generally require utilization of generating

matrices in conjunction with the data being transmitted. An exemplary generating

matrix of the (2
m ,m+\) first order Reed-Muller code, such as a (16, 5) matrix, is as

follows:

"111111111111111
000000001111111

G=00001 1 1 100001 1 1

001100110011001
0 10101010101010

Referring specifically to the encoder 101 encoding the information bits, an exemplary

binary message word m of 5 bits [m0 m{
m

2
m

3
m4 ] included in the data being

transmitted can be encoded to code word C of 16 bits [C0 C, C
2

••• C
I5 ] as follows:

C = mG
"1111111111111111"
0000000011111111
0000111100001111
0011001100110011

J) 10101010101010 1

= [c
0

c, c
2

••• c
15 ]

For instance, if m
9 =[01001] is RM encoded, the resulting code word will

= [m
0
m, m

2
m

3
m

4 ]

beC
9 =[0101010110101010] . Additional exemplary generating matrices for RM

coding are illustrated below in tabular form, such as the (32, 10) TFCI generating

matrix in Table 2, the (32, 6) TFCI generating matrix in Table 3, the (16, 5) TFCI

generating matrix in Table 4, and another (16, 5) TFCI generating matrix in Table 5.
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10101010101010110101010101010100

01100110011001101100110011001100

00011110000111100011110000111100

00000001 1 1111 1 100000001 1 1 1 1 1 1100

0000000000000001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1101

11111111111111111111111111111111

01010000110001111100000111011101

00000011100110111011011100011100

000101011111001001 10110010101100

00111000011011101011110101000100

Table 2: (32, 10) Generating Matrix

11111111111111111111111111111111

00000000000000001 111111111111111

000000001 1 1111 1 1000000001 1111111

00001 1 1 100001 1 1 100001 1 1 100001 1 11

00110011001100110011001 100110011

01010101010101010101010101010101

Table 3: (32, 10) Generating Matrix

GS\6
=

"1010101010101010
0110011001100110
0001111000011110
0000000111111110
1111111111111111

Table 4: (16, 5) Generating Matrix
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111111111111111
000000001111111

G
16
=00001 1 1 100001 1 1

001100110011001
0 10101010101010

Table 5: (16, 5) Generating Matrix

[036] Referring to the permuter 102 where the information bits are permuted,

a correlation or relationship exists between the permuted generating matrix and

original generating matrix if the generating matrix of the first order RM code is

column-permuted and row-permuted. The original RM decoding can be utilized in

deriving the originally transmitted data. Using the transformer 1 1 2 such as a fast

Hadamard transformer, the decoded message word is derived in the ML decoder

1 13 by depermuting the received code word. For instance, if (0, 1 ) is modulated to

(+1, -1), the Hadamard decoding algorithm for the (2
m
,m + l) first order RM code

includes the following three steps:

(1 ) For the receiving vector rV.i) .
compute the Hadamard

Transform fV,d =^ 2./V,D, where H
(r, ia)

is the Hadamard

Matrix.

(2) Find the coordinate a = [am amA ... a,] where Fa has great absolute

value.

(3) If Fa is positive, the decoded message is[0 am amA ... a,] . If F
a

is

negative, the decoded message is [1 am amA ... aj

In the case of the (16, 5) generating matrix of the first order RM code, if

C9
=[0101010110101010] is transmitted with no noise added,
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r
T
=[1 -11-11-11 -1 -11-11-11 -1 1] is received. The Hadamard Transform of

r
T

will beFr
(i6,.) = tt

(16>I6/(.6,,) =[0 00000000 16 000000 0], the

coordinate a = [1001] , where F
9=[1

0

0
includes a large absolute value. Since F

9=[1

0

0

is positive, the decoded message is[01001]

.

[037] An advantage of the present invention is the optimal reduction of the

search space required in matching the possible sets of the code words for the data

being transmitted. In WCDMA, the TFCI information bits are protected by the Reed-

Muller codes. In the split mode, 5 TFCI message bits are encoded to code word of

16 bits by the (16, 5) generating matrix of the first order Reed-Muller code. In the

normal mode, 10 TFCI information bits are encoded to a code word of 32 bits. The

first 6 bits of the TFCI information bits are encoded using the (32, 6) generating

matrix of the first order Reed-Muller code, whereas the last 4 bits are encoded using

4 masks. However, in most applications, the last 4 bits are all zero, and thus, the 4

additional masks will not be used. Further according to the specification of WCDMA,

the generating matrices of (16, 5) and (32, 6) Reed-Muller codes are column-

permuted and row-permuted, where certain information is given. For example, in the

normal mode, 10 TFCI information bits [a0 a, a
2
a

3
a

A
a

5
a6 a7

a
g
a
9 ] will represent

[0000000000] -[1111111111] corresponding to TFCI = 0 ~ 1023. However, not all

these 1024 possible code words can be used, where, in most cases, only 8-128

are actually used. If only k of the 1024 TFCI information bits are used, the 10 TFCI

message bits range from 0 to k - 1. The number of possible code words k for the

data being transmitted will be 8 to 128, corresponding to TFCI=0 ~k-\.
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[038] Referring to Table 2 in particular, for the (32, 10) TFCI generating

matrix, 10 information bits represent TFCI = 0 ~ TFCI = 1023. Not all 1024 possible

code words are sent. If k is 64, the last 4 bits of 10 information bits will be zero,

advantageously conserving the search space required.

[039] An additional advantage of the present invention is that the RM

decoding complexity is and optimized by reducing the order of the fast Hadamard

transform in the transformer 112, provided that the search space satisfies certain

criterion (described in further detail herein). Since the number of possible code

words k is known, the order of Hadamard transform can be further reduced.

[040] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram exemplarily illustrating a communications

method in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention. Referring

to Fig. 3, a particular embodiment of the communications primarily comprises the

steps of communicating between a base station and a mobile unit (step 301 ),

negotiating a size of information bits between the base station and the mobile unit

(step 302), encoding the information bits according to a code (step 303), transmitting

the encoded information bits with the negotiated size (step 304), transforming the

encoded information bits (step 306) with a reduced order determined according to

the negotiated size (step 305), and decoding the transmitted information bits (step

307).

[041] In one aspect, the communications method according to the invention

utilizes maximum likelihood (ML) decoding (e.g., step 307), which further comprises

the steps of generating correlation values for the transformed information bits,

calculating at least one maximum value from the generated correlation values, and
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regenerating the negotiated size (originally negotiated in step 302) from the at least

one maximum value.

[042] In an additional aspect, the communications method according to the

invention further comprises the steps of permuting the information bits and

depermuting the transmitted information bits. In a further aspect, the

communications method according to the invention is implemented in wideband

code division multiple access or WCDMA.

[043] In another aspect, the information bits are encoded according to Reed-

Muller codes (e.g., step 303). In still another aspect, the negotiated size for the

information bits further comprises a transport format combination index (TFCI) (e.g.,

step 302). In yet another aspect, the transmitted information bits are transformed

with the reduced order using fast Hadamard transform (e.g., steps 305 and 306).

[044] Also in accordance with a further embodiment of the present invention,

there is provided a communications method in WCDMA comprising the steps of

communicating between a base station and a mobile unit (step 301), negotiating a

size of information bits (namely, transport format combination index or TFCI)

between the base station and the mobile unit (step 302), encoding the information

bits according to Reed-Muller codes (step 303), permuting the encoded information

bits, transmitting the encoded information bits with the negotiated size (step 304),

depermuting the transmitted information bits, determining a reduced order according

to the negotiated size and a reduced search space (step 305), transforming the

encoded information bits (i.e., fast Hadamard transform) with the reduced order and

the reduced search space (step 306), and decoding the transmitted information bits
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(step 307). In one aspect, the communications method according to the invention

utilizes maximum likelihood (ML) decoding (e.g., step 307), which further comprises

the steps of generating correlation values for the transformed information bits,

calculating at least one maximum value from the generated correlation values, and

regenerating the negotiated size (originally negotiated in step 302) from the at least

one maximum value.

[045] Fig. 4 is an exemplary decoder in a communications system according

to still another preferred embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Fig. 4, a

decoder is provided in a wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) system

having an encoder encoding information bits for transmission between a base

station and a mobile unit. The decoder according to this particular embodiment of

the present invention primarily comprises a transport format combination index

(TFCI) size negotiated for the encoded information bits for transmission between the

base station and the mobile unit, a depermuter 401 depermuting the transmitted

information bits, a fast Hadamard transformer 402 transforming the depermuted

information bits with a reduced order determined according to the negotiated TFCI

size, and a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder 403 decoding the transmitted

information bits. In one aspect, the ML decoder 403 further comprises a maximum

value correlator 404, in conjunction with the additional depermuter 405, that

generates correlation values for the transformed information bits, calculates at lease

one maximum value from the generated correlation values, and regenerates the

TFCI negotiated size from the at least one maximum value.
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[046] Figs. 5 and 6 are block diagrams illustrating Reed-Muller encoding and

decoding with exemplary matrices according to the present invention. In WCDMA,

the TFCI information bits are known prior to decoding, which are protected by RM

coding. If the generating matrix in RM coding is row-permuted and column-

permuted, a correlation or relationship exists between the generating matrix in the

WCDMA specification
( Gspec ) and in Reed-Muller (RM) code in the art (G

text ). Two

permutation matrices Prow and P
col

are derived with corresponding row and column

permutation. Depermutation is then performed in eliminating the difference between

the two generating matrices G
spec

and G
lexl

.

[047] Referring to Fig. 5 in particular, the RM encoding and decoding of

exemplary (16, 5) generating matrices according to the present invention is

illustrated. As shown in Fig. 5, in the split mode, the (16, 5) RM code is utilized for

TFCI information bit protection. If TFCI information bits

(TFCI message = a = [a0 a, a
2
a
3
a4 ] ) are transmitted, the encoder will encode

a = [a0 a, a
2
a

3
a4 ] into TFCI code word b = [b0 b

x
b
2

... b
l5 ] m\hb = aG

spec . Referring

again to Tables 4 and 5 above, the relationship between two generating matrices

G
spec

and G
text

is as follows:
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G -P G P
spec row text col

where

row permutation matrix

0 0 0 0 f

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 10 0

0 10 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

and column permutation matrix

P =
row

" col

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

As a result, the encoded code word b = [b0 6, b2 ... b
X5 ] is thus:
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b = aG,
spec

^ (^row ^row) ^spec

— (fl ^.ow )(^ow^/?ec)

where

.—17*
the inverse row permutation matrix Prow = Prow

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 10 0

0 10 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

Then,

bP
col
=(aP

ro
„)(ProwGspJPcol

-1>

In this example, the TFCI message = a = |>0 ^ a
2
a

3
a4 ] is encoded into the

TFCI code word = b = [b0 b
x
b
2

... b
x5 ] by the generating matrixG

spec
. In the same token,

the Permuted TFCI message = aPr0W
~ l

= [a
0
a

x
a
2
a

3
a
A ] is encoded into the

Permuted TFCI code word = bP
col
= [b

0
b

x
b

2
... b

x5 ] by the generating matrixG
text

. For

this particular (16, 5) RM code, as the receiving vector r = [r0 r
x
r
2

... r
15 ] is received,

r is depermuted intor' = rP
col

=[r
15

r0 ^ ... r
14 ] . The RM decoder is then utilized in

deriving the Permuted TFCI decoded messagem'^/^ m
3
m

2
m

x
m0 ], resulting in the

final decoded TFCI information bits, i.e.,m = m'Prow = [m
0
m

x
m

2
m

3
m4 ]

.

[048] Referring to Fig. 5 in particular, the RM encoding and decoding of

exemplary (32, 6) generating matrices according to the present invention is

illustrated. For the (32, 6) RM code, as the receiving vector is r = [r
0
r

x
r
2

... r
31 ]

received, r is depermuted into r
! = rP

col
= [r

30
r0 r

x
... r

14
r
31

r
x5

r
16
— r29 ]. The RM

decoder is then utilized to derive the permuted TFCI decoded message
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m' = [m
5
m4

m
3
m

2
m, m0 ] , resulting in the final decoded TFCI information bits

m = m 'Prow = [m0 ml
m

2
m

l
mA ms \. A particular advantage of the present invention lies

in the fact that, despite the size of the first order RM code and the manner by which

the generating matrix is row-permuted and column-permuted, the corresponding

permutation matrix is readily derived by depermutation.

[049] Referring to the fast Hadamard transformer 402 with order reduction in

particular, there are 2
m+1

possible messages from [000. ..0] to [1 1 1 ...1] for the

(2
m
,m + l) RM code. For the RM decoding, as r = [r

0 r
x
r
2

... r2m
]
] is received a 2

m-

point Hadamard transform is required:

Cor0
"

-Cor
2
„

' r
o

'

Cor,

Cor
2 -Cor

2
„ +2 h

H
2mx2m

-Cor2ml]

If the number of candidates in the data being transmitted is less than or equal to 2
m_1

,

and range from [000.. .0] to [001 ...1], the order of Hadamard transform can be

reduced to 2
m_1

points. In contrast, without order reduction, 2
m+1

correlation values

(Cor0,Corx
,Cor

2
,...,Cor

im+x _
x
) between the receiving vector and all 2

m+1
possible code

words are derived after a 2
m
-point Hadamard transform. If the number of candidates

in the data being transmitted is less than or equal to 2
m_1

, the first 2
m"' correlation
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values (Cor
0
,Cor

l
,Cor

2
,...,Cor

2
^l _

i
) are essential. Thus, r = [r0 r, r

2
... rr J can be

combined into r ' = [r0 + r2>Hl r, + r^
+|

r
2
+ r

2
„, +2

rr,
, + ] , where the 2

m-' -

point Hadamard transform is performed. Using an (8, 4) RM code as an example,

the RM decoding, without order reduction, requires an 8-point Hadamard transform:

Cor
0

-Cor
%

+ + + + + + + + r0

Cor
x

-Cor
9

+ + + + r
x

Cor
2

-Cor
l0

+ + + + r
2

Cor
3

-Coru + + + + r
3

CorA -Corn + + + + rA

Cor, -Cor
13

+ + + +

Cor, -Cor
XA

+ + + +

Cor
7 _

-Cor
l5

+ + + +

If the number of candidates for the data being transmitted is less than or equal to 4,

only Cor0 ~ Cor3 are needed. Thus, with order reduction according to the present

invention r0 and r4 , n and r5 ,
r2 and r6 ,

r3 and r7 are combined. A reduced 4-point

Hadamard transform is the required:

CorQ + + + +"

Cor, + - + -

Cor
2

+ + - - r
2
+r

6

Cor
3

+ - - +
.
r
3
+r

7.

If the number of candidate for the data being transmitted is less than or equal to 2
m"'

,

the receiving values can be further combined with a 2
m"'

-point Hadamard transform.

[050] Referring to the maximum likelihood (ML) decoder 403 and the

maximum value correlator 404 (also known as the maximum correlation index

searcher) in particular, the search space is advantageously reduced in matching the
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number of candidates for the data being transmitted. In accordance with ML

decoding, the code word having the maximum correlation is selected from all

possible code words received. All correlation values are shown in a resulting vector

after the fast Hadamard transform in the transformer 402. For the (2
m
,m + l) RM

code, if 2
m
< k < 2

m+] where the number of candidates for the data being transmitted

is k with a range from 0 to A: -1 , the correlation vector output from the Hadamard

transform into two parts. The first or upper part includes k-2m
values

corresponding to Cor0 ~ Corkimx . The second or lower part includes 2
m+1 -k values

corresponding to C
k

2#B
~ Crx . The absolute value is compared with the current

maximum for the upper part k-2m
. The original values are compared for the lower

part 2
m+i -k. If k < 2

m
, a 2

l

-point Hadamard transform is performed at an order

where i satisfies 2
M <k<T . The correlation vector having a size 2' is derived after

the 2
l

-point Hadamard transform. The correlation vector is then separated into two

parts. The first or upper part includes k values corresponding to Cor
Q
~ CorkA . The

second or lower part includes 2* -k values corresponding to Ck
- C2i _

x

. The original

values are compared with the current maxima for the upper part k , whereas the

lower part ll -k is ignored. The search space in matching the number of

candidates is thus advantageously reduced in optimizing transmission performance.

[051] Other embodiments of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in

the art from consideration of the specification and practice of the invention disclosed

herein. It is intended that the specification and examples be considered as
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exemplary only, with a true scope and spirit of the invention being indicated by the

following claims.
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